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Abstract

In recent years, the method of assigning labels to the nodes of an XML tree is getting more attraction. Various functions in an RDBMS can be easily utilized by storing the labeled XML documents into the RDB. However, in traditional labeling methods, a number of nodes need to be re-labeled, when the XML documents are updated. To address this problem, we proposed DO-VLEI code combining VLEI code with the Dewey Order method. DO-VLEI code is effective to reduce the update cost, but the label size increases rapidly when handling large XML documents. To reduce the label size, we presented Compressed-bit-string DO-VLEI (C-DO-VLEI) code. However, it is difficult to handle the length of the code. In this paper, we propose two effective methods, VLEI-ABL and VLEI-EOL for handling the code length of C-DO-VLEI. We perform experiments to compare the storage consumption of the proposed methods with the previously known ORDPATH. The experimental results show that our methods considerably outperform the ORDPATH.

1 Introduction

Relational Database systems (RDBs) are now widely used for storing XML data, so that their management functions can be used for retrieval, updating, transactions, storage, etc. An XML document can be considered as a tree structure by treating each element between a start tag and end tag as a node [3], because the XML document forms a nested construction of elements enclosed by these tags.

The method of assigning labels to the nodes of an XML tree is called a labeling scheme. The labeling scheme makes it possible to determine the containment relationships between nodes and the positions of the nodes in the XML tree.

A number of labeling schemes based on the Dewey Order (DO) numbering method [9] have been proposed. The DO numbering method uses a delimiter to extend the label of a parent node and includes the code that represents the child’s sibling order. However, the naive DO labeling scheme, which uses numerical values for the codes, has the problem of expensive update cost. When a new node is inserted into an intermediate position of the XML tree, a number of nodes need to be re-labeled.

To address this problem, we proposed Variable-Length-Endless-Insertable code (VLEI code) and DO-VLEI labeling method [6] combining the VLEI code with the DO numbering method. It uses the VLEI code [6] for representing the sibling orders, which enables unlimited insertion of new nodes without relabeling any nodes.

DO-VLEI code is effective to reduce the update cost. However, the label size increases rapidly when handling large XML documents. To reduce the label size, we presented Compressed-bit-string DO-VLEI (C-DO-VLEI) code which represents the label by using variable-length bitstrings instead of using character strings in DO-VLEI code. However, it is difficult to handle the length of the code.

In this paper, we propose two effective methods, VLEI-ABL and VLEI-EOL for handling the code length of C-DO-VLEI. We perform experiments to compare the storage consumption of the proposed methods with the previously known ORDPATH. The experimental results show that our methods considerably outperform the ORDPATH.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we introduce DO-VLEI and C-DO-VLEI labeling methods. Section 3 describes the ORDPATH. In Section 4, we describe the properties of C-DO-VLEI code. Section 5 discusses two methods for handling the variable-length code. In Section 6, we show the experimental evaluation of the storage consumptions comparing the proposed methods with the ORDPATH. Section 7 summarizes the paper and discusses future directions.

2 DO-VLEI

We first explain the VLEI code and the DO-VLEI code.

2.1 Definition of the DO-VLEI Code

Definition 1 (VLEI code) Assume \( v \) is a bitstring comprising bits from \( \{0,1\} \) whose initial bit is 1. \( v \) is a VLEI code, if it satisfies the following order:

\[ v \cdot 0 \cdot \{0,1\}^* < v < v \cdot 1 \cdot \{0,1\}^* \]

A new VLEI code between two arbitrary adjacent VLEI codes can be unrestrictedly generated [6][5].

In DO numbering method, the label for a child node is expressed by adding a delimiter and a sibling code that represents the sibling order. In the DO-VLEI labeling method, the sibling code is expressed by the VLEI code.
Definition 2 (DO-VLEI)

1. The DO-VLEI label of a root node is assumed to be 1.
2. A sibling code \( C_{\text{child}} \) is a VLEI code in which the order between sibling nodes is expressed by the VLEI code. If the label of a parent node is \( L_{\text{parent}} \), the DO-VLEI label of the child node comprises a delimiter \( "," \), \( L_{\text{parent}} \), and \( C_{\text{child}} \) as follows.

\[ \text{DO-VLEI} = L_{\text{parent}} \cdot C_{\text{child}} \]

2.2 Compressed-bit-string DO-VLEI

DO-VLEI code is composed by character strings. Thus, when it handles large XML documents, the size of DO-VLEI code may increase exponentially. Therefore, an effective method for reducing the label size becomes critical. In [7], we have proposed the Compressed-bit-string DO-VLEI (C-DO-VLEI) labeling method, in which it expresses both the DO-VLEI codes and the delimiters by bitstrings.

The Compressed-bit-string DO-VLEI (C-DO-VLEI) is defined as follows:

Definition 3 (Compressed-bit-string DO-VLEI)
Corresponding to DO-VLEI, \( ",1" \) is expressed as the bit string \( (11) \), the element \( 1 \) is expressed by bitstring \( (10) \) and the element \( 0 \) is expressed by the bitstring \( (0) \). This bitstring expression of DO-VLEI is called Compressed-bit-string DO-VLEI (C-DO-VLEI).

3 Related Work

Similar to the DO-VLEI code method, some labeling methods that can update the XML document without re-labeling have been proposed[8][4][12]. In the following subsection, we briefly introduce ORDPATH which is the comparison object in our experiments.

3.1 ORDPATH

The ORDPATH label of a child node is made from a sibling code, a delimiter, and the label of the parent node based on the DO numbering method.

In ORDPATH, only positive odd numbers are used for the initial labeling, because negative integers and even numbers are used for insertion operations. Besides, the end of a sibling code, which decides the sibling order, must be an odd number. For example, when a node is newly inserted between nodes \( 1.3.1 \) and \( 1.3.3 \), the label of the new node can be \( 1.3.2.1 \), where the sibling code is \( "2.1" \).

3.1.1 Compressed-bit-string ORDPATH

ORDPATH is implemented by bitstring expressions using \( "0" \) and \( "1" \). In this paper, the binary representation of ORDPATH is called the Compressed-bit-string ORDPATH (C-ORDPATH). An integer in ORDPATH is translated into a bitstring by using a prefix schema. A pair of bitstrings \( L_i \) and \( O_i \) are used to express an integer. A label is a string of delimited integers, and \( i \) is the order of the integer within

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1. Algorithm: CompareDO-VLEI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Input</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(!!! !&quot;w \leq length(v))**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(!!! !&quot;v &gt; w)**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Output</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(!!! !&quot;v = w)**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(!!! !&quot;v \neq w)**</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The one provides the length of each code at the head of the string. \( L_i \) is a bitstring specifying the number of bits of \( L_i \). \( O_i \) is treated as a binary number within a range set by \( L_i \).

4 Properties of C-DO-VLEI

The C-DO-VLEI code keeps the property of DO, because we convert each element of DO-VLEI code into bitstrings. Let \( \text{DO-VLEI} = v_0 \cdot d \cdot v_1 \cdot EOL \), \( \text{DO-VLEI} = \text{C-DO-VLEI} \).

then, the descending order by using the comparison algorithm shown in Table 1 equals to the XML document order.\(^{1}\)

5 Handling Code Length

It is difficult to extract the C-DO-VLEI label from bitstring because the length of labels is variable. In order to derive the length of each label, we propose two methods. The one provides the length of each code at the head of the bitstring, which is called VLEI-ABL. The other adds a terminal symbol (EOL) to the end of each code, which is called VLEI-EOL.

5.1 VLEI-ABL

At first we generate the C-DO-VLEI code. After that we figure out the length of it, and add a part specifying the length at the head of it. We call that code VLEI-Add Bit Length (VLEI-ABL). In the VLEI-ABL, we use the variable-bitstring component \( L/O \) just as C-ORDPATH. The prefix schema of Table 2 is used for our experiments.

5.2 VLEI-EOL

The length of a variable-length code can be also handled by adding a terminal symbol, EOL (End of Label) to the end of the label. In this case, the elements representing the DO-VLEI code becomes: \( "1", "1", "0" \) and \( "\text{EOL}" \). Next, we discuss how to convert the four elements into bitstrings.

\(^{1}\)See [11] for the prove.
6.1 Experimental Results

The total label size of each method in the initial state is measured. Table 4 shows the average ratio of the label size of the VLEI-ABL and VLEI-EOL comparing with that of the C-ORDPATH. As we can see from Table 4, the label size using vlei4–6 and vlei-ABL is about 30% and 24% smaller than that using the C-ORDPATH. Therefore, we consider that the proposed C-DO-VLEI methods consume much lower storage space than the C-ORDPATH.

7 Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper we have proposed two effective methods, VLEI-ABL, VLEI-EOL for handling the length of C-DO-VLEI code.

We have compared the storage consumption of the proposed methods with that of the C-ORDPATH. The experimental results show that our methods consume less storage space than the C-ORDPATH. In future, it is necessary to do further experiments to evaluate the performance of the C-DO-VLEI code.
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